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RESUME TUNE-UP GUIDELINES AND TIPS



How Is Your Resume?

The first round of 

candidate selection 
is usually made on

the resume level?!
“It appears you’ve taken every 

precaution, so as not be become 
overqualified.”



 This presentation is to give you 
guidelines on how to fine tune 
your resume to be sent to a 
prospect and there are some 
common practices we follow…

?



Resume Sections:

Skills

First Name
Last Name

Summary of 
Qualifications

Experience

Certifications 
with Logos

Education



Please use this Resume Template:



Summary of Qualifications

▪ if you know Scrum would be a required process model, it 
would be relevant to mention your role in Scrum team 
you might have possibly been taking before

▪ highlight your experience in the technology, which is 
required for this particular project

▪ whatever you think is relevant and might be considered 
as your strength for this project/position, state it

Give a short overview of your overall experience (overall experience in 
IT, business domains, process methodologies) and skills you possess 
(management experience pointing out to the team size managed, 
communication with the client experience, onsite visits)

Summarize your qualifications (technologies, certifications and awards)

Quantify your accomplishments whenever possible

Try to find out as much as you can about the project/position you are 
considered for to list only relevant information: 



Summary of Qualifications. Sample:

Please refer to Summary of Qualifications examples for Technical Leads, Software 
Engineers, QC Engineers, QC Leads.



Skills

NO number of years of experience

Skills examples



Experience

Place recent projects  at the top, in a descending order

Indicate only relevant experience

To show your professional experience list all the projects regardless 
where the project was developed at SoftServe or elsewhere

▪ do not specify the name of the company you 
worked for

▪ no need to mention you were holding a position of 
administrator in the Internet café



Experience

As we cannot provide real project names, give a project descriptive name

Responsibilities: If you know Scrum would a required process model, it would 
be relevant to mention a role in Scrum team you might have 
possibly been taking].

Customer: In case it was SoftServe’s internal project, a test project or a project 
you developed in SoftServe University, just put European Company

if you know the other people are considered for the 
same position and you both might be involved in the 
same project in the past, please make sure you both 
come up with the same ‘project descriptive name’ 
and do not provide contradictive information



Experience. Sample:

Experience examples



Certifications

▪ list your certifications and add logos

▪ specify awards you may have

*  only relevant to the position you are applying for



Education

▪ list your education history 
in a descending order

▪ ‘Червоний диплом’ – 
«Honours Degree»

▪ ‘Диплом спеціаліста’ put 
B Sc or M Sc Degree

▪ no need to specify a city



• alignment and line spacing

• 1 font (size and style) is used in the document

• information is structured the same way

• run a SPELL CHECK

Check the FORMATTING:



Document

Check document Properties.

It may sometimes contain 
somebody else’s name 



Thank You!
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